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Sources of Learning…
Malawi

improve flood and
drought
contingency
planning

Synthesizes WHO
implementation
(2008–2013) of
14 health
adaptation projects

Tanzania

Improve malaria
and cholera
management

Showcases and
analyses common
lessons from
40 climate services
and health projects.
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Climate Services are simply a missing
link in the health sector
Recommendation 6: “Managing the health risks of climate change

requires engagement with more than just the health sector. At a minimum,
hydrometeorological services are needed to provide data on weather trends
and projected climate change.”

- Evidence-based decision making for health is highly technical
and data dependent
- Limited capacity and weak partnerships between national
health partners and National Hydrological and Meteorological
Services (NHMS) results in limited reliable information for
robust decision-making to support adaptation, mitigation, and
risk management
- Require intentional investment to boost institutional and
technical support

Aim

To promote the development and use of climate and weather
services that enhance the management of climate related
health risks and improve health outcomes.

Action

−
−
−
−

Guide Policy and Strategy
Technical Advisory and Facilitation of Projects and Research
Promote Partnerships
Accelerate Outreach and Capacity Development

MALAWI starting points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very limited environment, climate and health experience
MoH Staff had never met the Met Service
Not sure what the evidence was and had hard time envisioning climate change
Never heard of climate services
Droughts / Floods were a problem – not benefiting from existing DRR and EWS tools
Strong political interest  motivated staff  signed up to be a pilot project

2 years 

• Designated staff for climate and health
• Inter-ministerial working group + multi-sectoral committees
• V&A Assessment to build local learning and explore evidence
• Mainstreaming climate to health policy
• Training cholera case detection and surveillance, spatial
epidemiology, and use of climate information
• Flood contingency planning for high risk districts improved
• Collaboration with Met services, Universities, to improve data
and analyze malaria risk and work toward the production of
seasonal risk bulletin.

Surprises, roadblocks, and
realities…
⁻ Start from scratch recruit and train (convince) staff
⁻ Competing priorities: staff always in emergency response mode
⁻ Interest in flood preparedness lasted 6months following floods until El Nino drought
triggered widespread nutrition and outbreaks
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Met service unable to provide off the shelf information requested
Lack of data and data sharing policies
Lack of reliable climate data management system
Global climate data products for Malawi not high enough resolution
Lack of extreme weather alerts at sub-national level
Co-design “approach” not comfortable for NHMS

⁻ Heavy reliance on international technical support
⁻ Few trained statisticians for analyses
⁻ 10 months of iterations and feasibility exploration of what
relevant climate services could be co-designed
⁻ Unrealistic project design
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Climate services…
are a long journey *requiring travel insurance

1.

Feasibility and Readiness Assessment is essential to avoid failure on time
limited projects

2.

Generating demand that you cant respond to only demoralizes and frustrates
partners

3.

User-driven climate services projects are likely to fail without strong capacity
and institutional foundations in place

4.

Emergency prone countries - climate services should make emergency
preparedness and response easier- not more complicated.

 Readiness Assessment and CS Planning Toolkit

Climate
Services
for
Health
Case
Studies

http://public.wmo.int/en/resources/library/climate-services-health-case-studies
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Common Journey
Of exploration and innovation that teams
undergo unique to each project

4 Climate Services are people processes

5 There are common challenges

.

1.

FINDING, DEFINING AND MATCHING DATA TO MEET SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDS

2.

CAPACITY TO DEVELOP RELIABLE, HIGH-QUALITY AND FIT-FOR-PURPOSE
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

3.

BUILDING ENABLING ENVIRONMENTS ADEQUATE
TO MAINSTREAM CLIMATE SERVICES

4.

SECURING ADEQUATE FINANCIAL AND HUMAN
RESOURCES TO DEVELOP AND SUSTAIN SERVICES

5.

TRANSLATION AND COMMUNICATING CLIMATE RISKS EFFECTIVELY

Climate Service Development Process

Climate Service Primer

Summary

Tips for reducing frustration failure
Intentional investment in people as well as data
Prepare for intensive, constant, brokered conversations
creating and responding to climate service demand
Design phase and readiness assessment essential to plan the
journey to know what is required to get to your destination and
set realistic expectations
Use a roadmap – to see A to B

